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The Contractivity of the Free Hamiltonian Semigroup 
in the L, Space of Entire Functions 
ZHENGFANG ZHOU* 
A semigroup of operators T(l). / >O, generated by the number operator m 
the complex wave representation is given by 7(/)/(c)-/(c ‘z) for any entire 
function on C”. The problem is to find all possible I, DE [I, x ) such that 
T(t) : HL,(@“, d,,,) + HLJC”, dam) IS contracttve or bounded. It turns out that 
r(r) : HL,(@“, d,,,) ---t HL,,(C”, &,) is contractive if and only if PE [ 1, w”], and is 
unbounded if and only if p > re”. Furthermore all maximizers are identified: they 
are constant functions If it [I. rc”) and exponential functtons if p ~ I?, t > 0. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Classical Sobolev inequalities state that if a function .f‘ on R” together 
with its first derivatives are in L,(R”) then f’ is in Ly(R”) for 
YE [p, (l/p- l/n))‘] if O<(l/p- I/II), q~ [p, x] ;f (I/p- 11/fz)<O, and 
q E [p, cc ) if (I/p ~~ I/n) = 0. The fundamental role that Sobolev inequalities 
have played in the study of differential operators, especially elliptic differen- 
tial operators, is well known. The number operator N in the free boson 
field may be viewed as a second-order elliptic differential operator in 
infinitely many variables. It is important for the constructive quantum field 
theory to study the semigroup {c ‘.‘I , generated by the number operator 
N. Because of the difficulty due to the infiniteness of the dimension, one 
needs to obtain some estimate independent of the dimension. 
When the real wave representation is used, i.e., the free boson field is 
given by (K, f, W, c) over a complex Hilbert space H, where 
K = L,(H,, dg’), and H, is the real part of H, dg’ is the weak Gauss dis- 
tribution over H, with variance 1, let N,, be the restriction of the operator 
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N to L,(Iw”, (Eg:,), where IX’* is identified with any n-dimensional subspace 
of H,; much of the progress made in the study of nonlinear fields 
depends on the contractivity of the operator c “‘,I from LZ(Iw”, &I,) to 
L,,,( [w”, &I,), where i: > 0 is a constant independent of t and the dimension 
n, L,,([w”, rig:,) denotes all functions on [w” such that 
and g; is the Gauss measure on W’. Specifically 
dg;l(.l)= (2n) ” ’ exp [ - 1 x ) ‘:‘2] &. 
In the case of n = 1, N, is given by 
(N, f)(x) = -j”‘(x) + .$‘(a~), 
which is a second-order differential operator. Let H,(x) denote thejth nor- 
malized Hermite polynomial corresponding to the unit Gauss measure (ix’, 
on 53; then H, is a eigenfunction of N, corresponding to the eigenvalue ,j. 
In general (e -‘,‘!f‘)(s) is given by a integral equation 
where M(t, X, ~9) is called the Mehler kernel and will be derived later in this 
paper. The hypercontractive theorem states that r ‘,‘,I, t > 0, is a contrac- 
tion from LP( W, &I,) to Ly( Iw”, &I,) if and only if 
q- I <(p- 1)P”. 
Nelson first proved this theorem using Fock space techniques in [9 J. 
Gross then found its equivalence to his logarithmic Sobolev inequalities in 
[6]. Afterwards Beckner [l] and Brascamp and Lieb [2] showed the 
hypercontractive theorem to be a consequence of their sharp Young’s 
inequalities. Epperson [S] generalized the result to operators I(X): 
H,(x) --f a/H,(x), ) CY/ $1, XE @, and showed that f(x) is a contraction 
from I.,,( iw, dg’) to I,<,( [w, dg’) if CI satisfies the condition 
(Imclz)2+(p-1)(Re~z)2d(Im~)Z+(q-1)(Re~)~ for all I E C. 
Recently Lieb [S], who used essentially different techniques from earlier 
ones, greatly extended previous results in this area by studying operators 
on W with Gaussian kernels, and established that maximizers of Gaussian 
kernels must be Gaussian functions in most cases. The doubling technique 
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in Lieb’s work [S] is used in the proof of Lemma 2 which plays an impor- 
tant role in this paper. 
In this paper we study the contractivity of the number operator in the 
complex wave representation for the free boson field. This representation 
has remarkable mathematical properties, although physically it is less 
readily interpreted than the other two representations. One of these, the 
Fock -Cook, or particle representation, diagonalizes the occupation num- 
bers; the other, the renormalized Schrodinger functional integration, or real 
wave representation, can serve to diagonalize the field variables at a fixed 
time. The complex wave representation diagonalizes the creation operators. 
And the number operator can be easily represented in the complex wave 
representation. If H is an n-dimensional complex Hilbert space, then K is 
unitarily equivalent to HLz(C”, c/g,,), where HLZ(@“. dg,,) is the space of all 
entire functions on C:” such that 
and &,,(z) = rc “P I”’ / rlr /. The number operator is given by 
,+‘.-l’...:;+(j,+ __. +j,,)=;‘...-I:‘, 
.-I 
where ,j,, . ..., j,, are nonnegative integers. The notation T(r), t 30, and 
HL,(@“, dg,,) will be used throughout this paper as the semigroup of 
operators on HL,,(@“, &,,) generated by the number operator N, i.e., 
(z-(t)f’)(z)=l‘(r ‘3 
for ,f in the space HL,(C”, &,,) of all entire functions such that 
We are interested in the embedding property of operators T(l), f> 0, 
from HL,(@“, dg,) to HL,(@“, dg,,) and determine all maximizers. It is 
easy to see that sup I/ T(r).f‘ /I,,//1 .f II1 3 1 for any r, p E [ 1, x ) since 
ll~(~).fIl,lllfll.= 1 ifI’= 1. 
The difficulty of this problem is due to the fact that there is no corre- 
sponding analytic interpolation theorem and Riesz-Thorin convexity 
theorem in the space of HL,(Cn, dgll) since / ,f‘) is not the entire function 
even if,f is. A trivial example will be given in Section 3. 
The main result in this paper is the following. 
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THEOREM 1. For an)! t>,O and YE [I, z), the operator T(t): HL,(@“, dg,,) 
+HL,,(@“, dg,,) is unbounded $p > w2’, and is (I con~ruction fp E [ 1, re”], 
i.e., 
for any p E [ 1, re”], Furthermore in the cu.s~ of’p E [ I, t@), 
II T(f1.f II,‘_ 1 
ll.fll2 - 
(f and onlv if,f‘ is u constunt ,finction. In the use of’ p = re” und t > 0 
II vr1.f IIp = ] 
11 .f II, 
(f and only if’,f is an r.uponential ,function, i.e., ,f’(r,, . . . . z,~) = CW’~~‘~ + I P,3=,t . 
Lzlhere ct, [I, , . . . . p,, we complex constunts. 
The unboundedness of T(f) : HL,(@“, clg,,) --f HL,(C”, dg,,) for p > re” 
can be proved easily. Consider a sequence of functions {h, 1 in HL,(@“, dg,,) 
given by 
h,(z,, . . . . T,,)=P”‘. 
Then it is easy to see that 
ll~(~)~~,ll,~=y,?c,,‘. 3 ‘lJ+ x 
II 11, III 
(1) 
as j + cx. if p > re”. 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 1 is devoted to the proof 
of Theorem 1 with r = 2 and p E [2, 2e”]. The boundedness will be 
established first. The key to the problem is that the maximizer for T(t) : 
HL,(C”, dg,,) --) HL,(C”, dg,,) exists and should be an exponential function. 
All maximizers will be determined for p E [2, 2e”]. Section 2 deals with the 
contractivity of T(t) from HL,(C”, &,,) to HL,(@“, dg,,) for r > I and 
p E [ 1, re”]. In Section 3 we show some relations between the real and the 
complex wave representations, and how to get the Mehler kernel from the 
complex wave representation. 
After the completion of the paper, E. Carlen kindly pointed out to me 
that Janson [7] derived the sharp inequality I( T(r)f’ j(Pc,:,6 j/j’ II,, for any 
entire function .f~ HL,(@“, dg,,) in 1983 from the the contractivity of real 
wave representation in three lines. But Janson’s method fails to determine 
the cases of equality. E. Carlen also proved Theorem 1 by using an identity 
[3] and the logarithmic Sobolev inequality 143 for entire functions. 
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1. THE CONTRACTIVITY OF T(I) : HL2( C”, dg,,) + HL,( C”, dg,,) 
In this section we always assume JIE [2, 2r”J and use,j;(:),,j= 0, 1, 2, ..,, 
to denote entire functions in @ given by 
./;(;,=L. Jj! 
It can be easily checked that ,f, is a unit vector in HL,(C, ~!g,(r)). Further- 
more {.f;)-,: form an orthonormal basis for HL,(C, &,(z)). 
First we can reduce the problem to one complex dimension. 
LEMMA 1. !f‘ T(t): HL2(C”, dg,,) -+ HL,(C”, c/g,,) is o contraction ,fbr 
n = 1 thrn so is T(t) for uny n. Furthrrmore ,f’~ HL,(@“, c/g,,) such thut 
II T(t).l’ II,>/11 f II2 = 1; i.e., f’ iy LI mcrximixr ,f& T(t) : HL,(@“, dg,,) -+ 
HL,,(@“, l/g,,), fund o@v t/ 
I’(- -1, . ..) T,i)= fi h,(z,), 
,=I 
w,here cwch h, is LI maximixrftir T(t) : HL,(@‘, dg:,) + HLJC)‘, dg,). 
Ptw$ Let us prove this lemma by induction on dimension. If n = 1. 
then there is nothing to prove. Assume that this is true for YI = k. Then for 
n = k + 1, write any entire function ,f’~ L,(@“, dg,,) as 
where 12’ E@/‘ and z E @. Therefore for p E [Z, 2~“], 
(2) 
(3) 
The inequality from (2) to (3) is the consequence of the hypothesis of the 
theorem; the inequality from (3) to (4) is simply the Holder’s inequality; 
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the inequality from (4) to (5) follows from the induction hypothesis. Also 
it is easy to see that if ,f’ is a maximizer, namely // T( t),f‘ i( ,, = /( ,j’ I( ?, then all 
inequalities from (2) to (5) must be equalities. From (3) = (4) it follows 
that ,g, = c, g for ,j = 0, 1, . . . . where C, are complex constants and ,y is an 
entire function in C)“. (4) = (5) implies that g must be a maximizer for 
k-dimension. Hence 
,f’( Il‘, r 1 =g(,t,) 2 (.,.f;(-l. 
where g is a maximizer for k-dimension. Finally (2) = (3) implies that 
for each fixed W, .f( M‘, ) should be a maximizer for l-dimension, which 
concludes that 
is a maximizer for l-dimension. Therefore ,I’(,\,. Z) is the product of maxi- 
mizers for l-dimension. 1 
If T(t) is a bounded operator from HL,(@‘, rig,) to HL,>(@“, rlgl.), we 
define 
&.p(k) = SUP 
I/ T(t) h II 
/I h I/ ? 
“;h~HL>(@“,rlg,). IIhIl,#O 
It should be remarked that from the proof of Lemma I, especially by 
checking those inequalities carefully, one can draw the following conclu- 
sions: 
COROLLARY 1. Jf’ T(r) is LI hounded mupping ,from HLJC’, &,) to 
HL,(C’, dg,) n’ith the norm 
then T(t) is also a bounded mapping ,from HL,(@‘, dgx) to HL,)(@“. dg,) 
with the norm 
&.,(k) = SUP 
II T(t) h I&,. 
II h II z 
. h E HLAC”, dggk ), (1 h // 2 # 0 = B&J I ). 
COROLLARY 2. If’ h, E HL2(@‘, dg,), .j= 1, 2, . . . . k, urc’ mu.uimkrrs ,fbr 
&,,( I), i.e., 
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then h ,(z, ) h7_(z2) . h,(z,) is u maximixrfbr B,,,,(k). C’onwrsrl~~, unj’ muui- 
mixr,f (;, . . . . . r,).fbr B7,p(k) is of theform 
./I - I? . . ..I/.)=s,(T,)...g/.(-x), (6) 
whrrr euch g, is u mu.uimizrr ,fbr B2,,,( 1 ), 1tlhic.h .sy,~.s thut un.1’ mu.uimircr ,fbr 
higher- dimtwsion is jusf thr prdlc~ of‘ muximizers ,fiw 1 -dimmsion. 
The proof of these two corollaries are very easy, and the details are 
omitted since a more general theorem will be proved in Section 2. Now we 
can characterize maximizers for Bz,,,( 1 ). 
LEMMA 2. [f T(t) is u hounri~~~ mupping ,from HL,( C ', c/g, ) IO 
HL,,(@‘, (I,, ), und,f’is u mu.\-imizer,/ijr B?,,,( 1 ), i.e., 
Proqf Here we use the doubling technique of Lieb [8]. If,f‘(:) is the 
maximizer for B,.,,( 1) then F(:, , y3 ) =,f(:, ),f’(:?) is a maximizer for B?,,,(2) 
by Lemma 1. Note that the function 
is a maximizer for B,,,,(2) by virtue of the invariance of &?. By 
Corollary 2. 
(7) 
where T and J are two maximizers for B,,,( 1). 
Equation (7) implies that,fmust have the indicated form. For details, see 
the proof of Theorem 3.2 in 181. m 
It follows from (I) that T(r) : HL,(@‘, d,,)-+HL,(@‘, r/g,) is not 
bounded if y> 2~“. The first question one can ask is whether 
r(f) : HL2(@‘, r/g, ) --f HLQ(@‘, &, ) is bounded. The answer to this is 
positive. As a first step towards the proof of it, let us try to find the smallest 
t,,>O such that T(to) is a bounded mapping from HL?(@‘, rig,) to 
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HL4(C’, dg,). A necessary condition for f,, is c”” 3 2 from (1 ). Surprisingly 
it turns out that CJ”” > 2 is also a sufficient condition. Actually even more 
surprising, T(r,,) is a contraction from HL,(C’, &,) to HL,(@‘. r/g,) if 
c@) >, 2. This is where we first realized that T(t) might have the property 
that T(r) : HL,(C)“, &,,) -+ HL,,(@“, &,,) is bounded if and only if 
T(r) : HL>(@“, cfg,,) --f HL,,(C”, t/g,,) is a contraction, and the biggest 
possible p is 2?. 
Proof It is enough to prove this lemma for CJ”~~ = 2 since (1 T(f) f )I2 < 
(1 ,f (/? for any t > 0. For any function ,f’f HL,(C’, (fg,). let us express it by 
using the orthonormal basis ( j;) Ct. That is, 
where U,‘S are complex constants. It is easy to check that 
Therefore if (1 ,f (j 3 = C; 1 u, 1’ = I, noting the orthogonality of 3’ and r/‘ if 
i#k 
II T(to).f I::= j c CJ “‘,+,‘+‘+ h’r’r N,,,U,,a,.f;,,.1;,.f,,f~ (k, 
1>,. II. x 
-,g,,( c /NJ2 lM2)= II.fII$ ,)I i t, I 
which completes the proof of the lemma. 1 
From the proof of Lemma 3, one can see easily that [I T(f,,),f’ /I4 = // ,f’ (I1 
for e”O= 2 if and only if u,= C/J ’ for some constants c and h for all 
j-0, 1, 2, . . . . where u,‘s are coefficients in the expansion.f(;) ==C(; U,./;(Z). 
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That means ,I‘(?) = w”, which is called the “coherent” state in physics. So 
,f‘is a maximizer for T(t,) : HL,(@“, r/g,,) + HL,(C”, cfg,,) and P”~~ = 2 if and 
only if .f’ is a exponential function. Furthermore by induction it is easy to 
prove that for any positive integer; 
II ~W”).f’ll2’ ’ = II T(.i~,,),f’lI2,,1~,16 Il.f’II2 (8) 
since .j’2(z) is entire if f’ is entire and 7’(t)(J’) = (T(/)J’)‘. The estimate in 
(8) is a part of Theorem I. Actually Theorem 1 is motivated by Lemma 3 
and the estimate in (8). 
It should be pointed out that the ordinary interpolation theorem does 
not apply here since / ,f 1 is not entire if,f‘is entire on C”. Even if there is 
a corresponding interpolation theorem, one could only expect that T(r) 
is a contraction from HL,(@“, c/g,,) to HL,,,,(@“, &,,), where p(t) = 
41,,/(2f,, - t) for 0 6 I ,< f,,. But it is easy to see that 4fo,‘(2fo - f) < 2~” for 
t E (0, t,,). In fact S(t) = (21,, - 1) + - 2t,, satisfies S(O) = .S(l,,) = 0 and 
S”(t) < 0 on [0, fo]. Therefore S(t) > 0 in (0, lo). For this operator T( 1), we 
have 
LEMMA 4. T(t) : HL,(C’, r/g,) + HLc~:,(@‘, l/g,) is hounded fhr u/l 
t E [O, ‘X ). 
Proqf: It is enough to show this lemma for t E [0, lo], where f, is given 
in Lemma 3. In fact if the Lemma holds for TV [0, t,,], then for any 
t E [I,, x)), there exists an integer ,j such that t =jt,, + t, and f, E [0, f,,). 
Therefore if )I ,f )I 2 d 1, T(r),f= T( t , ) T(jt,,),f and 
llCT(t)./'12'//,,~~~, = llT~~i~L~~.i~c,~f‘12'll~c~~~ dc l C~ . ,,,.fl~'ll,~~ 
by (8), which implies that I/ T(r)f’/lz,+ i,.?,l <c, where c is a constant 
independent of,/: Finally 2 i+ ‘e”’ = 2~’ is the number required. 
Now let us consider the case in which TV [O, t,,]. Recall that 
by Hiilder’s inequality, where the nonnegative number H satisfies l/2$‘= 
fl/2 + ( 1 - N)/4. Inequality (9) and Lemma 3 imply that // T(t) f’ jl Q < 
(‘ll.fll2. I 
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A natural question to ask at this stage is, what are the existence and 
uniqueness of the maximizer for Bz,,,( 1) if p E [2, c7’], uniqueness in the 
sense that the space of all maximizers for B,,,,( 1) is l-dimensional. The 
answer to this question is very crucial in establishing Theorem I. In fact if 
one can establish the existence of the maximizer, then the operator norm 
Bz,,,( 1 ) for T(r) : HL?(C’, &, ) + HL,,(@‘, c/g, ) can bc calculated explicitly, 
and all maximizers can be identified by using the characterization of 
maximizers in Lemma 2. It turns out that the existence of maximizers is 
equivalent to the contractivity. Therefore the following lemma is one of the 
most important lemmas. 
LEMMA 5. T(r) : HL?(@‘, &,) + HL,>(@‘, &) is compact und &,,( 1 ) i.s 
uttained by u mrr.uimirer (f p E [2, 2~“). 
Pro@!f: The compactness follows easily from the fact that T(t) : 
HL,(@‘, dg,) -+ HL,(C’, r/g,) is compact for any r >O from a spectral 
consideration, and that T(r) : HL,(@‘, L&, ) + HI.&@‘, &, ) is bounded 
by Lemma 4 together with Holder’s inequality. 
The existence of a maximizer follows from the compactness of 
T(t) : HL,(@‘, &,) -+ HL,,(@‘, rig,). 1 
Now we are ready to prove a part of Theorem 1. 
Prwf qf Theorem 1 ,for r = 2, I)E [2, 2e”]. As the first step towards 
the complete proof of Theorem 1, we first consider the case T(r) : 
HLJC’, &,) + HL,,(@‘. l/g,) for I)E [2, 2e”). Let ,f‘be any maximizer for 
B,J I) whose existence is guaranteed by Lemma 5. From Lemma 2, 
,f (--) = ce,~=2 t h-. An easy evaluation of a Gaussian integral shows that 
where b, = Re(he “’ ‘), h, = Im(hr ” ‘), 0 = arg( u). Therefore 
Ii T(f)./’ lip _ (I -4)al)‘j 
wu= // f’,,2 -(! +, ,,,(1,2),1,~exP(CLh~+phi). (11) 
where 
pe ” 2 p = pe 
?I 2 
%=4(t -pe 1’ M-4(1 -2 14)’ 4(1 +pe “‘u1)-4(1 +2 jul)’ 
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if I)E 12, 2e”). Hence (11) implies that B,,,(l) < 1. On the other hand, 
BzJ 1) 2 1 since 11 T(t),1 jl,,/il ,f’ /I3 = I if,f‘r 1, which implies that B>.,,( 1 ) = 1 
and j’ is a maximizer if and only if ,f‘(~) = CC+‘ +‘I with (1 - 4 1 u I)’ ‘!’ 
(1 --pG ” / II / ‘)’ 2P = 1 and h, = h, = 0, i.e., h = 0 and LI = 0. This completes 
the proof of Theorem 1 for p E [Z, 2~“) and r = 2. 
Finally let us come back to the case p = 2r”, I’ = 2. For any polynomial 
,f(:) of .I with 11 ,#’ II2 = I, consider the function on [Z, x’), 
which is continuous by the dominated convergence theorem. By what has 
been proved for /I < 2r”, ~(4) < I for y < 2e”. Therefore 
which implies that Bz,zc,~i (1) = 1 by the density of polynomials in 
HL,(C’, clg,). The function ,f‘r 1 is clearly a maximizer for B2,2v~z( 1 ). By 
Lemma 2 and Eq. (lo), j’(z) is a maximizer for Bz,z,,:r( I ) if and only if 
,f’(;) = (ei~~‘+ hzwith 
if and only if N = 0, i.e., .f’(:) = w’/“. 1 
2. THE CONTRACTIVITY OF T(I) : HL,(@“, &,,) ---t HL,,(@“, rig,,) 
For general I’ E [ 1, KJ ), the first natural question is whether 
T(t) : HL,(C”, &,,) + HL,(C”, &,,) is a contraction. The following two 
lemmas give a positive answer. 
LEMMA 6. If’,{ i.s on rnlirr ,firnction on C”, r t [ 1, x ), then 
0.x,, .l’I, . . . . -y,,, .Y,,) = I .I-(:,, . . . . :,,)I’ 
is a subharmonic ,function on LIT?“‘. Furthrrmorc 
is un incrrasing firnction of’u, M’here S”’ ’ i.7 the .srt {z E @” 1 1 z 1 = 1 i, and 
do is the stundard measure on S’” ‘. 
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Proc$ It is easy to see that 
IfI-,> . . . . -,,)I’ ’ .L.f+,f:~,l’ 
F,,v,=; i-1 I,f’(z ,,..., =,,)lr ’ [&f-if:‘,]’ 
c i 
+; l.f’(z,, . . . . -,,)lr zC-.fJ-f’f:,,,+ 2 I.fl,l’l. 
Therefore 
To prove that g(u) is increasing we consider the fundamental solution of 
Laplace’s equation in iw”‘, 
where u = [XI (xf +J’:)]’ ‘. Using Green’s identity on the region 
I)(U) AFdt:. 
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Let the right side of the equation be I(uZ, u,). In order to show 
g(uz)3g(u,) it suffices to show that (?/i;.r)I(.s, u,)30 for .v>u,. Note that 
LEMMA 7. T(t) is u contrrrction mupping ,/km HL,(C”, r/g,,) to 
HL,.( @‘I, l/g,,) ,for crrz)’ t 3 0 mu’ r 3 1. 
Proof: lt follows immediately from the previous lemma. In fact 
i’ I T(t)J’l’&(~) 
^I 
= 
1 ii’ ” 0 ,s2” I’( 
f> 
1  
lu;)/ r do LP ‘fj ‘I- ch 
I 
I I 
=i r 
I 
g(e ‘24) ZP IP lZ2 fiu< g(u) ZP ‘fj “‘f&4= i‘ 1.f) &(:). 1 
0 * 0 .’ 
Lemma 7 has the following corollary which is a part of Theorem 1. 
COROLLARY 3. For an,’ t 3 0, T(t) : HL,.(@“, c/g,,) --f HL,(C”, c&,~) is 
contruc~tiw if’p E [ 1, r), and its muximizcr must he u constant fiinction. 
Proof: Since i/g,, is a probability measure on @‘I, for any I 6p<r and 
,f‘~ HL,(C”, &,, 1, 
II Ut),f //,‘G II T(t),f’ll, G II /‘iI, 
by Hiilder’s inequality and Lemma 7. 
(13) 
,f(:) E HL,(@“, dg,,) is a maximizer if and only if all inequalities in ( 13 ) 
become equalities. It is well known that jl T(t),f‘ /I p = /I T(t)f /II if and only 
if ( ./‘I’= 1, i.e., .f- constant by the analyticity of f: 1 
It should be remarked that since T(t) is a contraction from HL2(C”, &,,) 
to HLQ(@“, c/g,!) and from HL,(C”, dg,,) to HL,(C”, u’g,,) for any 
qE [2, x), one would expect that T(t) is a contraction mapping from L,, 
t 0 LI”,L’ by using the Riesz convexity theorem. Unfortunately this argument 
is not correct if the proof of the Riesz convexity theorem is carefully 
examined. We will give an example to show that the Riesz convexity 
theorem is false in the entire function space. For the completeness let us 
recall the theorem and proof of it. If T is a linear operator defined on all 
nice functions defined on, e.g., iw”, such that I( rf’ /I’, < 11 .f‘ 11 r and 
// T1‘ 11, < I( .f 1) I, then for any simple function ,f such that /I ,/’ (I,,, < I, where 
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PI ’ = O/p + (1 - S)/Y, fl E [0, I], the estimate /) r/’ /IC,, < 1 holds if q, ’ = 
Q/q + (1 - 0)/s. The corollary is proved by considering the analytic function 
of 11% defined by 
where c( and /3 are chosen so that ,f’(.u)= I,/‘(x)~ PC” and <q(s) = 
/ g(x)1 @‘), and g(.~) is a simple function with /( g llC/; = I. It is easy to 
check that j h(\z,)l d 1 when Re(lr) = 0 and Re(lt,) = 1. By the three line 
theorem 1 h(,~)l 6 1 for all IV in the infinite strip 0 < Re(u,) < 1, which 
implies that /I rf’ IlLI, < 1. But the operation ,f‘(z) --) ( f(z)1 Pi”’ I’ + ” ” I ” F”(” 
takes an entire function out of the space of entire functions. 
Even though the classic convexity theorem does not apply here, it is still 
true that T(t) : HL,,(@“, &,,) --f HL,,,,:,(C)“, &,,) is a contraction if p is an 
even integer by using the fact T( r)(,f”‘ ) = ( T( t),f’)l‘ and Theorem I for r = 2. 
The crucial parts of the proof of Theorem I for r = 2 and p E 12. 2~“] 
are: (a) any maximizer for T(I): HL,(@‘, &,)+HL,,(C’, r/g,) is of the 
form CP”“+~~, which is the direct consequence of the fact that any maxi- 
mizer for k-dimension is a product of maximizers for I -dimension; and (b) 
T(r) : HL,(@‘, &,) + HL,,(@‘, &,) is compact and the maximizer exists if 
p E [2, 2~“). Actually the existence of maximizers is a consequence of the 
compactness. 
As in the proof of Theorem 1 for r = 2, p E [2,2?], it is enough to 
establish the following theorem since the rest of the proof of Theorem I can 
be carried out as in Section I. 
THEOREM 2. Suppow thut t > 0, r E [ I, 7~ ). und p E [r, t-e”]. Thcvl 
(1 ) ,f is u masimixr fbr T(t): HL,.(C”. c/g,,) -+ HL,,(@“, t/g,,) if’ und 
only if 
.f’(: ,) . ..1 -,)I= n h,(r,). 
,= I 
~r~hrre h,‘s UYP mu.vimixr.sf~w T(t) : HL,(C’. &,) 4 HI&‘, &, ); 
(2) T(t) : HL,(@“, dg,,) 4 HL,(@“, dg,,) is c’ompuc’t #‘p < w”. 
To prove this theorem we need an estimate on functions in HL,,(C”, dg,,) 
and Minkowski’s inequality. 
LEMMA 8. [f,f~ HL,.(C”, clg,,) then 
,c,here c is CI constunt independent of’f: 
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Prooc We just give a proof for II = I; the proof for general n is similar. 
For any r E @, using Cauchy’s integral theorem, 
for any II > 0. Therefore 
LEMMA 9 (Minkowski’s inequality). Letf‘: R” x R”’ -+ C he a,fiu~~tion in 
L,nL, undp>l. Then 
Furthermore ( 14) hecomes un eyua/itJ, [fund onI?’ if 
I .f‘(-K, .v)l = Al-u) Nr3), 
where A and B ure two nonnegutire measuruhle jirnctions. 
Minkowski’s inequality plays the same role as inequalities (2)-(5) did to 
characterize maximizers. 
Proof qf Theorem 2. If 7’(t) : HL,(C’> &,) -+ HL,(@‘, (lgl) is bounded 
with 
B,,,,(~ I= SUP 
i 
” y,;.; “‘;.fc HL,(@‘, dg, 1, II f 111 Z O>. 
r 
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then by induction on dimension n. T(r) : HL,(@“, dggk) + HL,(@‘, tlg,) is 
also bounded with 
B,.,(n I= sup 
II T(f1.f’ II 
/I I’ll, 
“;,~‘EHL,(@“, fig,,). /I /‘II,-#O 
In fact, suppose that this is the case for n <k, for n =/i + I, and for any 
,f’~ HL,(@I’ + ‘, (igA. + r J, writing ,f’ as ,j’(\r’, r). where rt’~ CA and : E @. 
Therefore 
= Bjk,,+ ““(l)il /‘III’. (17) 
Equation (15) follows from the hypothesis, (16) is an application of 
Minkowski’s inequality, and (17) is the consequence of the induction 
hypothesis. Inequalities (15) to (17) imply that B,,,,(k + 1) d Bt,; ‘( 1 ). On 
the other hand, it is trivial to see that B,,,,(n) > B;.p( 1) by using the 
function of the form ,f’(:, , .._, r,,) = n’,‘g(:,). where g(z) E HL,(@‘, &, ). 
Hence B,,,(n) = Br,,>( 1). 
Now if f(~i,, Z) is a maximizer for B,.,(k + 1 ), where \i’ E C)” and z E @, 
then all inequalities from (15) to (17) must become equalities. Equa- 
tion (16) becomes an equality if and only if 
1 ,f‘(w. :)I =.4(n) B(z); 
(17) becomes an equality if and only if A( hc) = / g( nt)l, where g is a maxi- 
mizer for B,,(k); finally (15) is an equality if and only if B(z)= lh(z)l for 
some maximizer h E HL,(@‘, tig,). Therefore / ,~‘(Lc, z)( = 1 g(~tl) h(r)\ ; hence 
,f(r~, Z) = cg(\<) /Z(Z) by the analyticity 0f.f: g, and h, where c is a constant 
with (cl = 1, which implies that ,f‘(:, , . . . . zA. zi, c, ) = n:’ ’ g,(:,), where 
each g, is a maximizer for B,, ,,( 1 ). 
To prove the compactness of T(r): HL,(@“, (Ig,,) + HL,,(C”, dg,,) in the 
case of p E [r, ye”), let {g,) be a sequence of functions in HL,(C”, dg,,) with 
11 g, (lr = 1. We need to prove that T(t) g,(L) converges strongly in 
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HL,,(@“, &,,) for some subsequence [j(k);. It is well known that there is 
a subsequence {,i(li)) such that Cq,CkI converges weakly to a function R in 
HL,( CC”, c/g,,) with /I g /iI 6 1. Standard theory in complex analysis tells 
us that g,cn,(;) --) g(z) as k -+ x3 for every TE C”, i.e.. gilk) converges 
to K pointwise. We claim that T(t) gill., converges strongly to T(r),? in 
HL,,(@“, &,,). In fact. T(/),?,,,,(z) --$ T(t)‘?(:) for every ZE@” and 
by Lemma 8. Note that exp[(r ’ / z 1 + 2)‘i’r] e L,,( @‘I, dg,,) if pr “11. < I, 
i.e., p < t$‘. Therefore T(I) g,,,) + TV strongly in HL,,(C”, rig,,) by the 
dominated convergence theorem. 1 
3. RELATIOKS BETWEEN REAL AND COMPLEX WAVE REPRESENTATIOM 
Let N be the number operator in the real wave representation. That is. 
iv,. is a self-adjoint operator in L2(R”, r/g;,) which has N,,(.v, ) . HJ.~,,) 
and ,j, + .. . +,i,, as its eigenfunctions and associated eigenvalues. where 
H,(.r) is the ,jth Hermite polynomial on R. The intertwining operator P 
from HL,(@“, r/g,,) to L,(lJY’, r/,7:,) is given by the formula 
.f’(.r) = (PF)(.Y) = j 
Pi- rz “F(z) dgJ:) 
We know that this is a unitary map. In fact, in the case of II = 1, it is easy 
to see that if F(r) =z’, then f‘(.u) is a polynomial of .Y of degree ,j. which 
implies that the image of the map P is dense in L,(R”, r/g’). Let 
j; (x) = P( z ’ ); we have 
The map P clearly maps HL,, (C”, (&) to L , (R”, r/g’) with the property 
that II PFII , = II Fll , since F(z) is a constant if FE HL, (C’?, &). A natural 
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question is whether or not P is a contraction from H,!,,,(C”, &,,) to 
I,,,( R”, &I,) for p E (2, CCC ); i.e., is there any convexity theorem for the linear 
transformation P? The answer is negative. In fact, let us consider a 
sequence of entire functions F,(z) = c”. j = 1, 2, . . . . on C. An easy computa- 
tion shows that 
,f;(.Y) = (PF,)(s) = c” I? 2 
and 11 F, /( I, = P~‘~“~, l1.r; II’, = c”’ ‘)iL’z which implies that P is not a bounded 
mapping from HI,&@“, &,,) to L,,( R”, dgig-:,) if y > (p + 2)/2, especially if 
q=p for any pE(2, Y-). 
Now let us study its inverse mapping P ‘. in the case of ~2 = I, which is 
given by 
F(z) = P z2 2 ( c‘y(.Y) dg’(.u). 
By using formulas for P and P -.I, the integral expression for the operator 
e ‘h;, where N is the number operator in the real wave representation, can 
be obtained easily. In fact, 
(e “yf’)(y)= (P?-(f) P Jf’)(y) 
Now an easy calculation shows that 
which is exactly the Mehler kernel we had for the real wave representation. 
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LEMMA IO. For urz~~ p E (2, rx, ), rhrrc> is HO y E (2, ‘~1 ) sur~k that P ’ is N 
hounded mapping ,fiom L,,( R”, (I!& ) ro H L,( C”, rig,,). 
Proof It is enough to find a sequence of functions (,/ii,’ such that 
// j; // ,, ,< I, but 11 P I{; )/ ,, -+ ax. Consider ,f; (.u) = (J”‘; it is easy to see that 
II .f; II ,, < 1 for any p E (2, K 1, and 
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